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SOLE ENVY IMPROVES BUYING POWER,
G E T S P O S , A N D G O E S PA P E R L E S S
WITH FISHBOWL WAREHOUSE®

I
EXECUTI V E SUMMA RY
CO MPA N Y:

f you like fun, trendy, chic, and well priced shoes, then you’ll
like Sole Envy. Sole Envy is a new retail shoe store catering to

women. Founded by Laura Felt, the new retail outlet at a large
regional mall sells all kinds of name brand shoes. As a start-up

Sole Envy

retailer with plans to grow in the Inter-mountain West, Felt, who

Provo, Utah

had extensive retail experience before starting Sole Envy, wanted

www.soleenvy.com

to start a environmentally sound business with easy streamlined
F O U NDER/C EO:
Laura Felt

business processes and point-of-sale (POS) designed for all of her
employees to use and one that would allow her to manage the

INDUSTRY:
Shoe Retailer for Women
BU S IN ESS C HA LLENG E /N E E D S:
•	Start a new retail business with foundation for

business off site.

B U S IN ES S C HAL L EN GE & N EED S

easily integrates with QuickBooks accounting

“I

system

accountant does. I want to know what our margins are for each sale as

growth
•	Develop inventory management system that

•	Provide easy but strong point of sale interface
for all employees
•	Develop detailed reports for founder/owner and

’m not an accountant,” said Felt. “I’m a retailer. I don’t have time
to learn all the accounting terms and procedures—that’s what our

well as have the ability to gain reports on our sales for the day and an
easy way to conduct transactions with our customers.”

store manager
•	Increase buying power

Sole Envy needed an inventory management system that could help her
S O LUTION :
•	
Fishbowl Warehouse

and her store manager keep track of all the shoe orders as well as the
number of sales. Something that simplified the process of entering in

R ES ULTS:
•	Improved overall buying power
•	Created efficient POS system all employees could use

purchase orders instead of requiring them to “clump” purchases manually
into inventory.

•	Tracks and manages all inventory including different
SKU for each product model
•	Detailed reports show all aspects of inventory
including margin for each sale

The biggest challenge she faced was developing a workable system to

•	Provided ecologically friendly system using no paper

track her inventory while also allowing her to quickly see which shoes were

•	Established inventory management and accounting

selling the best. To make it more challenging each brand of shoe comes

foundation for expansion and growth in other regions

in different colors, and different sizes. This posed a difficult challenge in
keeping inventory on hand to meet the requirements of each customer.
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With seven employees, Felt also needed a system
that was easy to use. She didn’t want to have to go
through a long learning curve after teaching them how
to conduct transactions. Her store manager needed
to be able to run the reports necessary to ensure they
were keeping up on their inventory of shoes as well
as enter purchases into the system. It was important
for them to have the shoes that were in demand on
hand, while not having too much inventory that wasn’t
popular among her customers.

Her QuickBooks system provided everything she needed for accounts payable, payroll, accounts receivable, general ledger and other
accounting requirements. Her inventory management system needed to be easy-to-use, available to her entire staff, provide a powerful
POS interface, and allow for expansion to other locations—all integrating easily with QuickBooks. everything she needed for accounts
payable, payroll, accounts receivable, general ledger and other accounting requirements. Her inventory management system needed to
be easy-to-use, available to her entire staff, provide a powerful POS interface, and allow for expansion to other locations—all integrating
easily with QuickBooks.

Additionally, Felt wanted to make her store processes as environmentally sound as possible.

THE S OLU T I ON

A

s Felt opened Sole Envy, she went with Fishbowl Warehouse.

“Fishbowl integrated seamlessly into QuickBooks,” said Felt. “All of our transactions conducted through the Fishbowl POS module
posted directly to the accounting system.”

Fishbowl’s Point of Sale module allowed each of Felt’s employees to “see what they were allowed to see” related to their
jobs.

“It was very easy to train them on the system—they basically just needed to enter in the name of the shoe and Fishbowl would do the
rest by printing out the receipt and opening the register and completing the transaction. Behind the scenes it was keeping track of
everything for us,” said Felt.
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The system gives additional viewable levels to the store manager. She uses Fishbowl’s purchase order module to receive inventory into
the system as it arrives from the supplier.

“Our store is different from most retailers. Each shoe is entered as an individual part because of the different sizes and colors all the
shoes come in—Fishbowl helps us keep this straight. Instead of walking into the store, looking around and guessing how we are doing, we know exactly what is selling, and what is in inventory. Our Z Report, tells us all of this each night when we close as well as how
much cash we need to take out for our bank deposit.”

By following the shoe inventory down to the color, size and number in stock, Sole Envy is able to increase its buying power since they
know what brands and styles of shoes are selling best, what sizes they need to keep in stock, and even what colors sell best.

THE R E SU LTS

“I

’m a detail nut,” said Felt. “I have to know everything there is to know in my business. I love the fact that I can get a report on
just about everything I need directly from Fishbowl.”

Felt’s favorite report is the Gross Margin by Sale report. The report generated from Fishbowl allows her to see gross margin for each sale.
This allows her to see how her sales are doing at any given time and helps in pricing shoes in the store.

Fishbowl Warehouse gives Felt the detailed information she needs to make smart decisions right at her finger tips. Specifically, Fishbowl:

• I ncreases Sole Envy’s buying power. Since the company knows exactly which shoes are selling the best they are able
to leverage their buying power with suppliers to get the best prices. It also allows them to know which shoes are not
great sellers.
• S hows margins for each sale. Because of the seamless integration with QuickBooks and its ability to shows costs of
good, Fishbowl can provide the detail Felt craves. She can get a detailed report of the margins for each shoe sale
Sole Envy makes.
• I n addition to product margin, the inventory management system allows Felt to know all details regarding her inventory including stock on hand, stock on order, returns, revenue per employee, and others.
• F ishbowl Warehouse provides quick and easy POS features that all employees can use including reports they need to
generate for their specific jobs.

Fishbowl allows Felt to run an environmentally friendly business. “Fishbowl allows us to completely eliminate paperwork. Everything we
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need to run the business and manage our inventory is done on the computer. We email our reports. If we want or need to, we can print
out reports, but for the most part we don’t have to. I like that.”

With Fishbowl Warehouse, Sole Envy has been able to start and build a successful retail business even during an economic downturn in
only nine months. Not only that, it has allowed Felt and her team to make the decisions necessary to make better buying decisions for
profitable shoe lines and helping to eliminate waste of unwanted products.

ABO U T F I SH B OW L
Fishbowl’s business automation platform is the No. 1 requested manufacturing and warehouse management solution for QuickBooks
users, and it is also a popular standalone solution for organizations or enterprises looking to track assets. For QuickBooks users, it
provides the same advanced features and flexibility larger organizations enjoy, but at a fraction of the cost.

Sign up for a personalized product overview by calling 1.800.774.7085 ext. 2
or visit our website at www.fishbowlinventory.com

580 E Technology Ave • Suite C2500 • Orem, UT 84097
Phone 801.932.1100 • Toll Free 800.774.7085 • Fax 801-932-1101
www.fishbowlinventory.com

© 2001-2017 Fishbowl. All rights reserved. Fishbowl, the Fishbowl logo, Fishbowl Manufacturing, Fishbowl Warehouse, and other brands are trademarks of ExpressTech International, LLC (“Fishbowl”).
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